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Deerma KZ120 1700W Oil-Free Fryer
The Deerma KZ120 1700W Oil-Free Fryer revolutionizes meal preparation by combining efficiency, safety, and versatility. With a power
of  1700W,  quick  heating  up  to  200°C,  and  a  capacity  of  7.5  liters,  this  fryer  not  only  makes  cooking  easier  but  also  contributes  to  a
healthier  lifestyle.  Intuitive,  intelligent  menu,  independent  temperature  and  baking  time  adjustment,  clear  display,  and  numerous
overheating protections make it an indispensable appliance in every kitchen.
 
Fast Heating and Efficiency
The  Deerma  KZ120  Fryer  stands  out  with  an  impressive  1700W  power,  allowing  for  quick  heating  up  to  200°C.  This  makes  meal
preparation much faster and more efficient, perfect for busy individuals and families.
 
Intelligent Menu
With  eight  predefined  programs,  the  fryer  automatically  adjusts  temperature  and  cooking  time  for  various  ingredients.  This  makes
cooking simpler and more intuitive, even for novice chefs.
 
Precision Control
The device offers full control over the cooking process, allowing temperature adjustment from 75 to 200°C and time adjustment from 1
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to 60 minutes. These capabilities enable precise customization of settings for specific recipes.
 
Generous Capacity
With a capacity of 7.5 liters, the fryer is ideal for preparing meals for the whole family. It can handle large portions, which is especially
useful for family gatherings or parties.
 
Safety and Ease of Use
The fryer is equipped with numerous overheating protections, ensuring safe operation. The simple and clear display makes operating the
device easy,  while the non-stick cooking tray facilitates cleaning and maintenance.  Additionally,  14 independent buttons provide easy
navigation, and 11 turbine blade paddles ensure even baking.
 
Included in the Package
Fryer x 1
Instruction manual x 1
Non-stick cooking tray x 1
 
Specifications
BrandDeerma
ModelDEM-KZ120W
Power1700W
Rated Voltage220-240V
Rated Frequency50-60Hz
Capacity7.5 liters
Temperature Range75-200°C
Time Range1-60 minutes
Dimensions310 x 420 x 360mm

Price:

€ 110.00

Small appliances, Other
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